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We reported an experimental study on fast and slow temporal scaling of rogue

waves’ emergence in a long (615 m) ring cavity erbium-doped fiber laser. The

criterion for distinguishing between the fast and slow rogue waves is a

comparison of the event lifetime with the system’s main characteristic time

estimated from the decay of an autocorrelation function (AF). Thus, compared

with the AF characteristic time, fast optical rogue wave (FORW) events have

lifetime duration shorter than the AF decay time, and they appeared due to the

mechanism of the pulse-to-pulse interaction and nonlinear pulse dynamics. In

contrast, a slow optical rogue wave (SORW) has lifetime duration much longer

than the decay time of the AF, which results from the hopping between different

attractors. Switching between regimes can be managed by adjusting the in-

cavity birefringence.
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Introduction

Rogue waves (RWs) are spatiotemporal structures initially introduced in

oceanography to describe giant events, colloquially called rare or freak waves. These

waves have anomalous amplitudes and result in a destructive impact on nature and society

[1]. To be counted as RWs, extreme events should have probabilities higher than events

satisfying Gaussian or Rayleigh statistics and have amplitudes exceeding eight standard

deviations of the ocean’s surface variations [1]. Meanwhile, an intrinsic scarcity of events

and evident technical difficulties to perform full-scale experiments are the main obstacles

to understanding and predicting RWs.

Fiber lasers are an ideal platform and perfect candidates for discovering and

investigating the formation of single-shot ultrafast rare events such as optical RWs

[2–8]. It provides an opportunity to obtain a vast amount of data under laboratory-

controlled conditions in a relatively short time. Previously, in the context of mode-locked

fiber lasers, the optical RWs mainly have been observed at chaotic bunches of noise-like

pulses or soliton rain and dissipative soliton explosions [2, 9–11]. Also, it has been found

that optical RWs can be generated in mode-locked lasers due to the interaction of

dissipative solitons through the overlapping of their tails or soliton-dispersive wave

interactions [12, 13]. An extensive study of the mechanisms of formation of optical RWs

has been carried out either experimentally or theoretically in fiber lasers with nonlinearly

driven cavities [14], Raman fiber amplifiers and lasers [15], random fiber lasers [16], and
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fiber lasers viamodulation of the pump [17]. On the other hand,

hopping between different attractors has also been investigated as

a source of optical RW emergence [18, 19]. During the previous

investigation, optical RWs were classified as slow and fast

depending on the photon lifetime of the active laser medium,

which can be used only in the optical system [20].

In this research study, we reported a new RW classification

method for the first time. First, we observed both SORWs and

FORWs at pump powers close to the lasing threshold in a

unidirectional laser experimental setup without a saturable

absorber. By adjusting the birefringence of the laser cavity and

the polarization of the pump using polarization controllers, we

observed many RW patterns that were either previously observed

experimentally or predicted theoretically. After that, RW

patterns were classified into FORWs and SORWs depending

on the AF characteristic time of the laser system. The first one

comprises the RW pattern duration faster than the AF

characteristic time of the system, which we named FORWs,

and the second one is named when the RW event duration is

significantly longer than the AF characteristic time (SORW).

Furthermore, we classified and illustrated the observed RW

patterns depending on the mechanisms of the emergence and

then arranged them based on the likelihood frequency of

observation.

Fiber laser setup design and
characterization

In the experiment, we designed a unidirectional ring cavity fiber

laser, as illustrated in Figure 1A. The cavity was assembled with 1 m

of the highly concentrated Er3+-doped fiber (Liekki Er 80–8/125)

and 614 m of SMF-28 (β2 = −21 ps2/km). A 51-dB dual-stage

polarization-insensitive optical isolator (ISO) was used to ensure

unidirectional lasing. The 80/20 fiber coupler was used to sample a

portion of the signal wave. Unlike mode-locking schemes using

nonlinear polarization rotation, only one in-line cavity polarization

controller (PC1) was placed inside the cavity. The cavity was

pumped via a 1480/1550 WDM using a 1,480 nm laser diode,

which had a built-in isolator. The 1,480-nm laser diode has been

used in this experiment because the pump absorption bandwidth is

located quite close to the lasing bandwidth of 1,550 nm, so pump

noise is transferred to the laser emission noise, and this 1,480-nm

pump to 1,550-nm signal noise transfer enables the activation of

RWs, originating from different types of instabilities. However, the

supplied pump power was measured after the pump polarization

controller (PC2) and the wavelength division multiplexing but

before the Er3+-doped active fiber. A long-cavity fiber laser

(615 m) was used in this experiment, inheriting the features of

vector resonance multimode and modulation instabilities [21] that

lead to the emergence of different types of optical rogue wave events

[13, 17, 22] and laser regimes [23–25]. The output signal was

detected using an InGaAsUDP-15-IR-2 FC detector with a

bandwidth of 17 GHz connected to a 2.5-GHz sampling

oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO7254). The oscilloscope has the

built-in option of a variable electronic filter for the incoming

signal. An optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa AQ6317B) and

a radio frequency (RF) signal analyzer (FSV Rohde Schwarz;

10 Hz–13.6 GHz) were used to record the laser optical spectrum

and RF spectrum, respectively.

The RF spectrum illustrated in Figure 1B shows three

simultaneous frequencies. The fundamental central peak

corresponds to the laser roundtrip frequency (325 KHz),

which matches the roundtrip time (3.077 µs) and cavity length

(615 m); two modulation frequency satellites were labeled as

polarization, which are related to the in-cavity birefringence-

mediated polarization instabilities [18]. The frequency of this

modulation depends on birefringence induced in the cavity by

FIGURE 1
(A) Schematic setup of a fiber ring laser, (B) the RF spectrum of the fiber laser; on the left, insert the power versus pump; on the right, insert the
amplified RF peak with satellites due to power instability.
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PC1. In addition, there are also two small modulation (relaxation

and oscillations) frequency satellites close to the fundamental

central peak, as shown in the right inset of Figure 1 [21]. These

satellites can be controlled via the pump power. The fiber laser

has a lasing threshold of 16 mW, calculated from the output

versus pump power, as shown in the left inset of Figure 1. We

pumped this laser with 18 mW, which is slightly higher than the

lasing threshold. The interactions of these three frequencies and

the spectra for different types of RWs have been deeply discussed

in [21] and motivated us to find temporal metrics that enable to

quantify the RW emergence and classify it based on the lifetime,

its likelihood, and mechanisms.

Results and discussion

The typical temporal traces (oscilloscope traces) of the fiber

laser output around the threshold (18 mW) are recorded in long-

and short-time scales in which a large set of pulse clusters can be

observed, as illustrated in Figures 2A,B. Autocorrelation

functions of the laser system were calculated using the

oscilloscope trace with a length of 50 million points and a

resolution of 0.1 ns by MATLAB software, and Lags and AF

data are saved and analyzed by Origin software. Fast oscillations,

which correspond to the roundtrip period and polarization

instability, have been removed from the autocorrelation

function calculations using a peak detection algorithm, while

the small oscillations on the curve of AF correspond to the

oscillations of power with the kHz frequency. The shape of AF

provided information about the characteristic times of different

processes, which have a place in the laser cavity. We found that,

for SORW patterns, the system has a linear shape of the AF

(Figure 3A), whereas for FORWpatterns, the system generates an

exponential shape (Figure 3B) of the AF. Therefore, for different

laser regimes, the filtered AFs have different shapes.

We calculated the characteristic time τc of the AF from the

fitting line (y = at + b) for both SORWs and FORWs; here, (τc = 1/a)

in s. We used x instead of t in the insets of Figure 3 because the scale

FIGURE 2
Oscilloscope traces of the (A) SORW and (B) FORW.

FIGURE 3
Autocorrelation functions; (A) the AF of the SORWpattern, (B) the AF of the observed FORWpattern in the linear scale, and (C) the log scale with
linear fitting. In all cases, the length of one lag was 0.1 ns.
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of the horizontal axis is in lags (0.1 ns per lag). We found that the

characteristic times were 1.39 and 0.59 ms for SORWs and FORWs,

respectively (the roundtrip time was 3.0773 µs). These times are

quite similar to those of the Er+3-doped lasing photon lifetime;

because of this, the observed events have been classified as the

SORW and FORW. The AF also gives information about the time

the system can remember an initially induced perturbation. For

instance, when the lifetime of the RW events is significantly longer

than the first characteristic time (1.39 ms), as in the case for SORWs,

the system loses information about how the pattern developed, and

thus, the tail of the events is independent in the front of it (the

system forgets how the pattern beganwhile the pattern is still active).

Meanwhile, in the case of FORWs, as the event lifetime is shorter

than the characteristic time (0.59 ms), the system can remember the

shape of the beginning of the RW pattern, and these patterns are

affected by the periodic amplification in each roundtrip which can

be considered as a kind of memory. Therefore, we have classified

these optical RW events as either SORWs or FORWs depending on

the ratio of the AF decay time to the events’ lifetime. FORW events

have lifetime duration in the part of one roundtrip, which is shorter

than the AF decay time (0.59 ms), and SORW events have a longer

lifetime (~200 ms) than the AF decay time.

The responsible mechanism for the emergence of SORW

patterns is illustrated in Figure 4. The system seemingly has four

amplitude attractors (A0–A3); therefore, the hopping between

them (with appropriate frequency and level of background noise)

can lead to the surpassing of the RW threshold (8σ). For instance,
there is a clear hopping in amplitude from the level of

background noise (A0) to a high amplitude (A1), as shown in

Figures 4A,B. By tuning the in-cavity polarization controller,

more amplitude attractors were observed in one regime, as

shown in Figures 4C,D. The difference between these

amplitude attractors is the RW event lifetime, where A1 and

A2 have the longest event lifetime with about 20 and 8 s,

respectively. This situation apparently was similar to the

situation observed during the pump modulation [18].

Probably, this happens because polarization modulation

instabilities grew inside the laser cavity that performed

seemingly to an external pump modulation.

A detailed description of the RW emergence, because of the

hopping between the orthogonal states of polarization, is found

in our previous work [22]. The polarization instability causes

desynchronization of the orthogonal linear states of polarization

which takes the form of the chaotic phase difference hopping in

the pi radian. As a result, anomalous spikes in power (RWs)

appear.

The mechanisms which are responsible for the emergence

of the FORW patterns are illustrated in Figure 5; it was based on

the resonance pulse–pulse interaction when two pulses are

slowly approaching each other and exchanged their energies.

Figure 5A elucidates the mechanism of emerging two pulses

interacting and forming the RW patterns and then splitting it

back to the two pulses. We named this pattern a solitary or

lonely RW pattern, which appeared as a result of the interaction

between pulses that propagates at different speeds. Similar

mechanisms were observed for twins, three sisters, and cross

patterns in Figures 5B–D, respectively. In the case of twins RW,

the pattern has quite a long lifetime (1 ms) than the lonely

(255 µs), three sisters (15.4 µs), and cross (400 ps) patterns.

However, it is still less than the system characteristic time that it

classified as FORW, which have been widely discussed in [13]. It

can also be noticed that the results in Figure 5A belong to the

pulse–pulse interaction for about more than 200 roundtrips,

whereas the results in Figure 5D are pulse collision within the

sub-roundtrip time without any sign of energy transfer between

the pulses.

The most notable characteristic of the RW process events is

the highly skewed probability distribution function (PDF)

associated with it. The PDF that corresponds to the SORW

pattern is illustrated in Figure 6A. The units of the horizontal

scale were normalized to the output voltage and expressed in

units of standard deviation (σ). It can be seen from the PDF that

due to the optical RW events, the PDF is L-shaped and is

significantly different from the PDF of a normal Gaussian

distribution. From this result, the probability of SORWs was

calculated to be ~0.195%. The PDF curve has a point of

inflection when the abscissa is equal to ~2 units of σ. The
normal output pulses in PDF were fitted with a Gaussian

function, while the optical RW event was fitted with a

polynomial function. The PDF of the FORW shown in

Figure 6B was calculated using the 50-M point-long record

oscilloscope trace. We observed that the FORW patterns have a

strong asymmetric shape and a large deviation from a Gaussian

FIGURE 4
In the SORW pattern, the system apparently has four
attractors labeled with A0–A3. (A,B) showing the hopping from
background noise level A0 to high amplitude A1, (C,D) showing the
all attractors A0–A3.
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FIGURE 5
FORW, (A) lonely, (B) twins;, (C) three sisters, and (D) cross RW patterns.

FIGURE 6
PDF of (A) SORW and (B) FORW events.

TABLE 1 Observed RW pattern’s lifetime, its likelihood, and mechanism.

Pattern Lifetime (roundtrips) Likelihood Mechanism

Lonely Hundreds ~0.6 Pulse–pulse interaction

Twins Thousands ~0.3 Pulse–pulse interaction

Three sisters Hundreds ~0.1 Pulse–pulse interaction

Accelerated Hundreds <0.01 Pulse–pulse interaction

Cross <10−4 <0.01 Pulse–pulse collision

SORW Hundreds of thousands 0.195 Polarization hopping
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distribution with a long tail of more than 8 σ from the mean

value on the right side of the PDF.

Finally, we summarize the lifetime, likelihood, and

mechanisms behind the emergence of the optical RW

patterns, as illustrated in Table 1.

In conclusion, the two groups of RW patterns have been

observed in a mode-locked fiber laser due to polarization

dynamics in the cavity. The first group of the pattern

(FORWs) is composed of pulses with a duration significantly

less than the AF characteristic time, and it appeared due to the

pulse–pulse interaction and nonlinear pulse dynamics.

Meanwhile, the second one (SORWs) consists of oscillations

with a duration significantly longer than the characteristic time.

The mechanism of SORW patterns is different from the

mechanism of the FORW patterns and can be explained in

terms of hopping between different attractors in a multi-state

oscillation system. Most of the patterns were found to be

mutually exclusive, which means that only one RW

mechanism was realized each time. This, in turn, means that

all the patterns of the pulse–pulse interaction (lonely, twins, three

sisters, and cross patterns) probably are different cases of the

same interaction mechanism.
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